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Keeper Security G2 Competitive Comparison Report
Keeper is the leading cybersecurity platform for preventing password-related data breaches  

and cyberthreats. This report is based on ratings and reviews from real G2 users. 

Keeper vs. Top Competitors: User Satisfaction Ratings

See how Keeper wins in customer satisfaction based on the ratings in the below G2 categories.

G2 Grid: Keeper Listed as a Leader

Keeper User Reviews & Testimonials
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G2 scores products and vendors based on reviews gathered from the user community, as well  
as data aggregated from online sources and social networks. Together, these scores are mapped  
on the G2 Grid, which you can use to compare products. As seen on the grid, Keeper is currently  

rated as a “Leader,” scoring highly in both market presence and satisfaction.

See what G2 users have to say about their experience with Keeper.
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Read the full Keeper Password Manager testimonials here

View the Expanded Grid

See the full reports: 
Keeper vs. LastPass
Keeper vs. Dashlane

Keeper vs. 1Password

“Keeper was the first password manager I could find that supported the U2F hardware keys that we use and this was a  
non-negotiable requirement at the time and still is. The support is really excellent and above expectations - On all my questions 
and concerns, I have received a reply within an hour and I am situated in Southern Africa. Last but not least: Top marks for the 

best value for your...”

Best password manager on the market

Cyril E.  
Senior Software Developer at VOSS

“The best part of Keeper is the integration with Chrome and other browsers. I can easily set up new accounts at a moment’s 
notice without needing to use an insecure temporary password that gets lost or that is easily hacked. This allows me to 

seamlessly continue on with what I am doing while knowing that the account I just created is secure and doesn’t compromise 
my other accounts.”

Using Keeper for multiple years now

Wes T.  
Senior Lecturer and Director of the Rensselaer Center for Open Source at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

“I like the folders - I can have a title and keep several records relating to the same thing in one place. I love this app, I honestly 
couldn’t do without it in an age where passwords and logins are everything.”

Excellent Secure App

Elizabeth W. 
Chassis Quality Manager at Jaguar Land Rover

“Best password manager & data vault available. I’ve been a user for 10 years & can’t imagine not having Keeper. With over 
250+ complex logins, I’m able to store it all securely & synced to my devices/PC’s effortlessly. It’s easy to use & gives the 

user many options how to enter ID’s & passwords. Instead of trying to remember 250+ non complex passwords, I only have to 
remember 1 very complex...”

Couldn’t get by without it!

J.C. R. 
Video Network Engineer with SAIC @ NIH

“I am the Data and Systems Manager for my firm. I am also a mother, a wife, and the daughter of aging parents. Through the 
course of a week I touch a LOT of systems, and Keeper remembers every single one of my credentials. I love the way I can 

structure the accounts into folders. House - Parents - Work - Kid1 - Kid2. It really makes it easy to keep things organized, and 
Global Search makes...”

Simple and Secure

Dina S. 
Data and Systems Manager at Vantage Partners
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